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Affiliate Director 2.0 RESALE RIGHTS INCLUDED! The "All Inclusive" Simple To Use System For

Becoming A True Super Affiliate In Less Time, & With Less Effort Than Ever Thought Possible - For A

Mere Pennies A Day Join The Big Leagues And Start Making A Bundle Without Even Having A Product

Of Your Own! Sure, Being An Affiliate Marketer SOUNDS Cool But Have You Actually Made Any Money

Doing It? Does the prospect of being able to make big time cash on the Internet without even having a

product sound good to you? Would you like to make money simply sending traffic to someone else's

website while letting them do all the hard work? Maybe you'd just like to make a little bit of extra dough on

the side to supplement your income. Whatever your situation might be, you are in for a real treat when

you see what's available to you right now in my new... Affiliate Director 2.0 You're going to get... * Robust

software that runs behind the scenes on your website to help you beat commission thieves and make up

to 35 more money from the same traffic! * An integrated centralization module that keeps all of your

affiliate information at your finger tips! * Graphic traffic stats that make it easy to check how your

promotion is doing in just a few seconds! * A step by step blueprint to making money as an affiliate

marketer even if you've never done it before! The Affiliate Director 2.0 system is so jam packed with tools,

information and software that is going to help you make money, you'll wonder how you could ever do

without it. What Are Some Of The Key Features In The Affiliate Director 2.0 System? Just take a look at a

few of the awesome things you get... * Detailed Affiliate Intelligence - You are going to be able to see

exactly how much traffic you are sending to any link while tracking sales, conversion and tons of other

things at a glance. Best of all you can make "pretty URL's" out of those old ugly affiliate URL's as well as

stop commission thieves dead in their tracks! * A Centralized "Clutter Free" Affiliate Module - This is

probably this biggest life and time save an affiliate marketer could ever have. You will easily be able to

locate your affiliate login URL's, usernames, passwords, affiliate program owner contact information all at

the click of a button WITH your affiliate URL's! Talk about easy! * Full Training Manual Included - To top

everything off you are going to get a manual that is going to get you started fast as an affiliate marketer

even if you've never promoted anything as an affiliate before. You even get super fast tutorials on how to
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use the software! All you have to do is plug this baby in and get started and you're well on your way to

making big money as the next big super affiliate! ___________________________ Visit My Store For

More Deals!!! ebooksheaven.tradebit.com ____________________________
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